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A Note on Hopf Algebras

HONG-JAE LEE

1. Indrododion. Let K be a commutative ring with the identity 1. We shall define
that an algebra (A, 9>", 1),,) over K (Note: Our algebras differ from those in [3J and
[5J) is a graded K-module A together with morphisms of graded K-modules 9>A:
A®A~A and 1)A: K~A such that the diagrams

1A®9>"
A®A®A--------A®A

I I
9>A®l A1 9>A 19>A

A®A ->A

are commutative, where lA is the identity map and ® is ®K' (Note: A= (Ai Ii=O, 1,2, ...
and each Ai is a K-module.})

In the above case, if Ao- K as K-modules then the algebra A is said to be connected.
For a connected algebra A there exists a morphism of K-modules eA: A~K such that

eA(a)=a if aEAo (i.e., aEK)
eA(a)=O if aEt:A o.

Therefore, a connected algebra is an augmented algebra (p.180 of [5J). Sometimes,
the morphism 9> A is called the multiplication of A, and 1)A is called the unit of A.

With the above commutative ring K, we can define coalgebras over K which are the
dual concept for the algebras.

A coalgebra (A, LlAl eA) over K is a graded K-module A together with morphisms of
graded K·modules

LlA:A~A®A and eA:A---+K
such that the diagrams

AA
"A0A

AA

A~ArA A@A.

AA1 I

.~-A 1;_..AA t&> lA
'.3

1'1IA@A.. +
A@A oA(8)A@A K A

are commutative, where ®=®K and 1.. is the identity map of A. In this case the
morphism Ll.. : A~A®A is called the comultiplication of A and e.. is called the counit
of A.

If K-A o is K-modules the coalgebra A is said to be connected, where A= (Ail i=Q,),Z.•....•

In this situation there exists the morphism of K-modules 1).. : K---+A such that T),,(k)=k,
where kEAo=K and 1).. is called an augmentation of A.

A Hop! algebra over K is a graded K-module A together with morphisms of graded
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VJA: A@A--+A,
iJA : A--+A@A,

such that

CO (A, VJA' 1)A) is an algebra over K with augmentation EA.

(ii) (A, iJA, E~ is a coalgebra over K with augmentation 1JA.

(ill) the diagram

A4i),A

J, 10 J,j
A ~A ~ AQ!)A

AA
.. A -_-.......A~A

I9'A0V'A

.. A<ll)A eAe A

is commutative, where the morphism T of K-modules is defined by
T(ali')a2)=(-l)pq(a2Q9a1)

for al EAI' and a2EAq, and @=@x.
PROPOSITION 1. In a Hopf algebra A over K, the morphism iJA is a morphism of

algebras over K and the morphism VJA is a morphism of coalgebras over K.
Proof. We shall only prove the case of iJA • Since A is an algebra, so is A@A with

multiplication.

lA®T®lA 9'AQ99'A
A@A@A@A ---A@A@A@A-----A@A.

By the condition (iii) above the diagram

V'AA(3,A ... A

J'IlM,j
A®A®A®

is commutative. Furtheremore, since 1JA is an augmentation of the coalgebra (A, iJA, eA)

the diagram

'1)A
K ----_"'-,A

~I IAA
'lA ® 'lA

K ®K .... A®A

is commuatative. Therefore we proved our assertion. (For definitions of morphisms of

algebras and coalgebras, see §§1-2 of [7]) The study on Hopf algebras have been done

in the papers DJ, [2J, [6J and [7J by several authors.
The objective of this paper is to prove a theorem on Hopf algebras over a commutative
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ring with 1 (see Theorem 1).
2. Direct limits. Let D be a partially ordered set. If for each pair i, jED there exists

kED such that i<k and j<k then the partially ordered set D is called a directed set, where
< is the relation in D.

A direct system of sets {A, f} over a directed set D is a function which attaches to

each iED a set A., to each pair i, j such that i<j in D, a map

lCi, i): Ai--+Aj
such that, for each iED

I(i, i) = the identity map of A

and for i<j<k in D,
ICk,j)/U, i)=/Ck, i).

Let (A, f} be a direct system over the directed set D of all positive integers and zero,
where each A, is a K-module and each lCi, i) is a morphism of K-modules CA is as in
§ 1). Let l'A be the direct sum of the K-modules of {A,f} , then there exist two
morphisms of K-modules it: A/--+l'A and PI: 2'A--+A/ such that

Pki/=1A, if l=k
Pki/=O if l-::j::.k

If aEA" we shall agree to identify a with its image in l'A under the map ij. For each

j<k in D and each gjEAj the element
ICk, j)(gJ-gj

of 'sA is called a relation. Let Q be the subgroup of ,SA generated by all relations. The

direct limit lim A, of (A, f} is defined by the factor group
---+ lim A,=(l'A)/Q,

where wc have to know that l'Aand Q are K-modules and therefore Hm Ai is also a

K-module. The natural morphism l'A--+lim Ai of K-modules defines~morphism of
---+

K-modules
Ij: Aj--+lim Ai'

which are called projections. In this situatio;if j<k then fk·/Ck,j)=fj.
PROPOSITION 2. Let Hm A j be the direct limit 01 a direct system of K-mQdules. For

each K-module M with -;:;;;;"phisms g j: Aj--+M of K-mod:·!les such that for each pair

j<k in D gk·/(k,j)=gj, there is a unique morphism h: Hm Ar--+M of K-modules
such that for jED gj=hfj. (i.e., each triangle in the lollowi;;gdiagram is commutative.

where j<k in D.)
Proof. By the property of direct sums there exists a unique morphism a: l'A---->lim A j

--+
and a unique morphism f3: l'A---->M of K-modules such that each triangle in the diagrams
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~
A.'. ,/'

fJ /g. 1lA • 1\4 !Ck,J)

~
g.

• J~

'J AI

are commutative, where j<k in D. Clearly, the kernel Q of er is 'contained in the kernel
of fJ and therefore there is amorphism h: limAr-~M of K-modules such that the
diagram ---+

lA

1""-lim Aj h .. AI-
is commutative. The uniqueness of h is proved with the uniqueness of er and fJ·

3. Main Theorem. In this section, we shall assume that a fixed ring K is a commutative

ring with identity 1. Let A= {Ai}i=O'I.Z be a direct system of K-modules such that
each Ai is a projective K-module. Then the direct sum .EA of {A;}i=O.l,2,... is a
projective K-module (p. 6 of [3]), but the direct limit lim Ai of {Ai} is not necessarily
a projective K-module. --+

PROPOSITION 3. With the above conditions. If for each exact sequence
M~N-----+O

of K-moduks and morphisms Ej: Ar-~N, E,,: A,,---->N of K-modules such that
E.·fCk,D=Ej there exist morphisms hj: A~M; h,,: A.---->M of K-modules with

hj=h"fCk,D, Ej=ahj and E.=ah",
then the direct limit lim A j is a projective K-module, where j<k.

--+
Proof. Assume that there is amorphism fJ: lim A,---+N of K-modules, where

M~N~O---'

is an exact sequence of K-modules. Then, as in the following diagram
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In this case, gj=gkf(k, j).
By our assumption there are two morphisms hj: AJ--->M, hk: Ak--->M of K-modules

such that
hj=h.!(k,j), gj=ahj and gk=ahh

where (j, k) is an arbitrary pair such that j<k. Therefore, by the proposition 2, there
exists amorphism r of K-modules such that the diagram

is commutative. This implies that lim A j is a projective K-module.

THEOREM 1. If B= {B.L=o.1,2....---; a connected Hopf algebra over the commutative
ring K with 1 such that each B" for i=O, 1,2,"" is a projective K-module satisfying
the hypothesis of the proposition 3, then B is a direct limit of sub-Hopf algebras
whose each underlying graded K-module is a direct summand of B.

Proof. Suppose a sub-Hopf algebra B'= {B,'},=O.1.2... of the Hopf algebra B such that
each B/ is a summand of B, for i=O, 1,2, .... Then B' satisfies the conditions assumed
on B. That is, {B', fl B'} is a direct system and for an exact sequence

M--->N--->O

of K-modules and g/: B/--->N, go': Bo'--->N, if g/·f(k,j)JB/=g/ then there are

two morphisms h/: B/--c+M and h/: B/--->M of K-modules such that

h/'f(k,j)IB/=h/,
where j<k and fCk, j) is a morphism in the direct system {B,f}.

Let fJ3 be the set of sub-Hopf algebras of B which are direct limits of sub-Hopf algebras
whose underlying graded K-module is projective and a direct summand of B. Clearly fJ3

is closed under limits, thus there are maximal elements. Suppose that A is a maximal
element of B. We want to prove that A=B. CHere, by the proposition 3, A is projective.)

Suppose that x is an element of the least degree of B-A. Now

LlB(x)=x@I+1@x+y
where yEA@A. Without loss of generality we can assume that yEA'@Ai for i=O or
positive integer, where A=lim A', and A' is a sub-Hopf algebra whose underlying graded

K-module is projective and-;direct summand of B. Now if we assume that Bi is the
subalgebra of B generated by Ai and x which is a direct summand of B, then Bi is a
sub·Hopf algebra whose each K-module is projective. In this case lim Bi contains x and
A. This is impossible. Therefore A=B and the proof is completed.---+
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